

**What is on the test?**

1.) The test will start out with a character matching section. You will need to study your **character chart** in order to do well on this.

2.) Next will be multiple choice and true/false. These questions will be made up mostly of your **quick quizzes and Chapter quizzes** questions.

3.) Lastly, you will have an essay and/or short answer questions.

**How Should I study?**

- Study with a buddy! As usual this is the BEST way to do well on any test.
- Study the Character Chart, Quick Quizzes, and Chapter Quizzes.
- GO back and read any parts of the book that were confusing to you (or that you may have skipped)

**Quiz Studying**

Starting below and continuing on the next few pages are **ALL** of the Quick Quiz and Chapter Quiz questions you have had. HIGHLIGHT the ones you got wrong, then on a separate sheet of paper, write the answers. Boom, instant personalized study guide just for you!

**Quick Quiz Ch. 1-3**

1.) List 3 made up words from the 1st 3 chapters.
2.) What is the name of the place Thomas ends up?
3.) Who is the leader?
4.) About how many boys are there?
5.) Explain as best you can what the screaming is that Thomas keeps hearing.

**Quick Quiz Ch. 4-6**

1.) What happens at sunset every night?
2.) Who is becoming Thomas’ nemesis (rival/enemy)?
3.) What is the name given to the boys who go into the maze every day?
4.) What happens to the maze every night?
5.) At the end of ch. 6, where is Alby taking Thomas?
6.) Describe a Grievery.

**Quick Quiz Ch. 7-9**

1.) How long has Alby been in the Glade?
2.) What job does Thomas really want to do?
3.) What happened to the kid who attempted to go down into the hole after “the Box” was gone?
4.) Why was it such a big deal that a Newbie was arriving just a day after Thomas did?
5.) What was so special about this Newbie?
6.) What did the note say that the Newbie was clutching?
7.) What are the “doctors” called in the Glade?
8.) What do runners do as soon as they return from the maze?
9.) What is a beetle blade?
Quick Quiz 10-12
1.) What did Thomas find in the graveyard?
2.) Who attacked Thomas in the graveyard?
3.) Why did the person attack Thomas?
4.) What is a "Slicer"?
5.) Who is Minho?
6.) What special thing did Minho find out in the maze in ch. 12?

Quick Quiz 13-15
1.) What is Ben's punishment for attacking Thomas (a one-word answer)?
2.) Explain what happens during the above punishment (in detail).
3.) What job is Thomas going to do in ch. 15-16 (hint: Zart is with him)?
4.) Why isn’t Newt a runner anymore?
5.) Besides being fast, what else does it take to be a runner?
6.) Name 4 jobs guys can have in the Glade (OFFICIAL TITLES).

Chapters 1-20 Quiz
1.) The place where all the boys live is called the ________________________________ .
2.) The leader of the boys is ________________________________ .
3.) There are about 50-60 ________________________________ all together living there.
4.) Two people who went through the changing, do not trust Thomas. They are ________________________________ and ________________________________ .
5.) Boys go through "the changing" when they get ________________________________ by a ________________________________ .
6.) ________________________________ is the youngest boy who befriends Thomas and is always gossiping and trying to get people to like him.
7.) The head cook is called ________________________________ .
8.) When you are ________________________________ , you are forced into the maze as the doors close by being attached to a ________________________________ .
9.) The boy who was cut in half was attempting to go down into The ________________________________ hole.
10.) ________________________________ is a runner who discovers a dead griever.
11.) Newbies usually come once a ________________________________ .
12.) The thing that "watches" over the boys is a ________________________________ .
13.) Some official job titles are: Sloppers, Baggers, Runners, Cooks, ________________________________ , ________________________________ , and ________________________________ .
14.) ________________________________ do all the odd jobs because they “can’t do nothin’ else.” They clean toilets, showers, kitchen, etc.
15.) ________________________________ is the second-in-command and a lot nicer to Thomas than the leader and other boys.
16.) Runners must be ________________________________ , ________________________________ , and have a good ________________________________ .
17.) Thomas risked his life AND broke a major rule by going out into the maze because he wanted to ________________________________ Alby and Minho who were still out there.
18.) Minho feels like Thomas is ________________________________ for going into the maze after him and Alby.
19.) When the griever approaches Thomas, Alby, and Minho in front of the doors, Minho ________________________________ .
20.) Thomas ________________________________ to avoid the griever in front of the doors.
21.) Later Thomas uses ______________________ to get away from the griever on the wall.
22.) Thomas gets an injury on his ______________________ from the griever on the wall.
23.) From Alby’s description in the book, we can guess that his cultural background is most likely ______________________.
24.) From Minho’s description in the book, we know that his cultural background is ______________________.
25.) Thomas feels like he is meant to be a ______________________.

Quick Quiz ch. 21 – 24
1.) What did Minho and Thomas do to trick the Grievers into destroying themselves?
2.) Three of the Grievers fell for Thomas and Minho’s trick (above), but the 4th one survived; what did Thomas and Minho do to destroy that one?
3.) How do the Gladers save people who are stung by Grievers?
4.) Why are Minho and Thomas celebrities within the glade now?
5.) Give one reason the Keepers at the Gathering think Thomas should NOT be punished.
6.) Give one reason the Keepers at the Gathering think Thomas SHOULD be punished.
7.) What is Minho’s recommendation to the Gathering of Keepers about what should be done with Thomas?

Quick Quiz ch. 25-28
1.) What does Gally say before he storms out of the Gathering?
2.) What is Newt’s recommendation for Thomas’ punishment?
3.) Who does Alby ask for as soon as he wakes up from the Changing?
4.) What does Alby tell Thomas when he wakes up?
5.) How does Thomas communicate with Theresa?
6.) What does Theresa tell Thomas at the end of chapter 28?

Quick Quiz ch. 29-32
1.) What promise does Thomas make to Chuck?
2.) What did Alby see Thomas doing when Alby was going through the Changing?
3.) What is one thing runners get new all the time?
4.) What interesting fact does Thomas find out about the Box and supplies that the Gladers need.

Chapter 21-40 Quiz
1.) In chapter 21, the Griever “comes to life, ______________________ popping out of its skin” and it rolled forward to collide with Thomas and Minho.
2.) “Just as the first Grievers arm extended out to nip at them, ______________________ and Thomas dove in opposite directions.
3.) “Thomas looked up high in the wall to see where ______________________ was hung by his arms and legs far above them.”
4.) “Get yourselves checked out by the ______________________.
5.) ______________________ is the word that Thomas sees on the Beetle Blades.
6.) ______________________ says he thinks Thomas is a ______________________ for the creators.
7.) “I ______________________ this shank to replace me as Keeper of the Runners.” –Minho.
8.) During the Gathering, Thomas felt ______________________ because they talked about him like he wasn’t there.
9.) Gally slammed the door shut when he left the Gathering after he ______________________ Thomas.
10.) Minho said that Thomas didn’t ______________________ or cry when they were in the maze.
11.) ______________________ was the boss of the Gathering when Alby was going through the changing.
12.) All of the Keepers finally agree to make Thomas a ______________.
13.) Thomas expected Alby to be thrashing around with ______________ veins popping out during the changing.
14.) After Alby tried to tell Thomas what he had seen during the changing, he started to __________________ him self.
15.) Before Thomas and Newt left the room where Alby was recovering, he told them to __________________ the maps.
16.) Thomas was trying to escape Theresa’s __________________ by running away.
17.) Minho says the __________________ room is “as happy a place as you could ever visit.”
18.) There are __________________ sections in the maze.
19.) The sun didn’t wake Thomas one day because the sky had turned __________________.
20.) We find out that Theresa __________________ the ending.
21.) At the end of his first day of being a Runner, Thomas thought it was __________________.

22.) Theresa tells Thomas that the maze is a __________________.
23.) Alby was angry when the __________________ do not come from the Box like they usually do.
24.) Minho and Thomas used __________________ to find the hidden exit in which the grievers leave.
25.) The hidden doorway the Grievers go through is named the Griever __________________.
26.) The words written on Theresa’s arm say “WICKED is __________________
27.) Newt told all the Gladers to spend the night in the ______________ for their safety when the walls didn’t close.
28.) Theresa was put in the __________________ because they blamed her for the walls not closing.
29.) Gally came in to warn them that __________________ Glader would be ______________ every night.
30.) In chapter 40, someone went into the runner’s house and __________________ all the maps.
31.) In the Glade, only Runners and Keepers are allowed to have